
CS 127/CSCI E-127: Introduction to Cryptography

Prof. Salil Vadhan Fall 2013

Lecture Notes 15:

Public-Key Encryption II

Reading.

• Katz�Lindell 1st edition �10.7, 11.2, 10.3�10.5

1 Encryption from Trapdoor Permutations

Direct use of trapdoor permutation family F

• Randomly select fi with trapdoor t.

• pk = i, sk = t.

• Encpk (x) = fi(x), Decsk (y) = f−1
i (y).

• e.g. Textbook RSA: EncN,e(x) = xe mod N , DecN,d(y) = yd mod N .

• Insecure:

Better: use hardcore bits

An encryption scheme for message space {0, 1}.

• Randomly select fi with trapdoor t.

• pk = i, sk = t.

• Encpk (m): Choose x
R←Di. Output (fi(x), bi(x)⊕m).

• Decsk (y, c) = bi(f
−1
i (y))⊕ c.

Theorem 1 Above public-key encryption scheme is secure if {fi} is a collection of trapdoor permu-

tations with hardcore bits {bi}.

Proof: It su�ces to show (PK ,EncPK (0))
c≡ (PK ,EncPK (1)), where �

c≡� denotes computational
indistinguishability (why?)...
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Q: How to encrypt long messages?

A more e�cient construction

• Randomly select fi with trapdoor t.

• pk = i, sk = t.

• Encpk (m) for m ∈ {0, 1}`:

1. Choose x
R←Di.

2. Compute Gi,`(x) = bi(x)bi(fi(x))bi(fi(fi(x))) · · · bi(f `−1
i (x)).

3. Output
(
f `
i (x), Gi,`(x)⊕m

)
.

This construction is not more e�cient in terms of computation because we still have to evaluate fi
for each bit of the message but it is more e�cient in terms of communication since the ciphertext
is shorter.

Theorem 2 Above public-key encryption scheme is secure if {fi} is a collection of trapdoor permu-

tations with hardcore bits {bi}.

Proof Sketch: (K, f `
K(X), GK,`(X))

c≡ (K, f `
K(X), GK,`(X)). cf. construction of a PRG that

stretches by an arbitrary polynomial. �

Blum�Goldwasser Encryption

This encryption scheme uses Rabin's functions: p, and q are n-bit primes, such that p ≡ q ≡ 3 mod 4
and N = pq. The public key is pk = N and the secret key is sk = {p, q}.

Encryption Encpk (m):

• Choose x
R←QRN .

• Let r = lsb(x)lsb(x2) · · · lsb(x2`−1
mod N) where ` = |m|.

• Output (x2
`
mod N, r ⊕m).

Decryption: given the factorization of N , how do we compute x from x2
`
mod N e�ciently?

2 Schemes Based on Discrete Log

• Key Exchange: get rid of public directory, agree on key �on the �y�.

• Di�e�Hellman Key Exchange:

� Prime p, generator g �xed.
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� Alice chooses x
R← Zp−1, sends g

x to Bob.

� Bob chooses y
R← Zp−1, sends g

y to Alice.

� Both can compute the Di�e�Hellman Key k = gxy.

• Security of DH Key Exchange:

� Can be broken if discrete log problem easy, but seems to require Computational Di�e�

Hellman (CDH) assumption: given p, g, gx, gy, hard to compute gxy (with nonnegligible
probability).

� If Alice & Bob want to use gxy as a key, actually need Decisional Di�e�Hellman (DDH)

assumption: (P,G,GX , GY , GXY ) computationally indistinguishable from (P,G,GX , GY , GZ),
where Z is chosen randomly independently form X and Y .

∗ Q: why is the DDH as stated false?

∗ Fix: take g to be a random generator of large subgroup of Z∗
p of prime size, e.g. of

QRp if p = 2q + 1 for prime q. See KL �8.3.2 (2nd ed).)

� DH Key Exchange insecure against active adversary: person-in-the-middle attack.

� Properly de�ning security of key exchange vs. active adversaries very subtle!

• Variants of DH Key Exchange used in practice, e.g. cell phones, IPSec.

• El Gamal Public-Key Encryption Scheme:

� Replace interaction in DH Key Exchange with public directory.

� Secret Key: (p, g, x), Public Key: (p, g, x̂), where x̂ = gx mod p.

� Enc(m) (for m ∈ Z∗
p):

1. Choose y
R← Zp−1

2. Compute ŷ = gy mod p.

3. Compute w = x̂y ·m mod p. (like using x̂y = gxy as a one-time pad)

4. Output (ŷ, w).

� Secure under Decisional Di�e�Hellman Assumption (with same caveats as above)

• Cramer-Shoup encryption scheme: strengthened form of El Gamal with security against
chosen-ciphertext attack (and e�ciency within a small constant factor)

• DH Key Exchange, El Gamal make sense using any cyclic group in which discrete logs are
hard (e.g. also elliptic curves).

• There are other public-key encryption schemes based on: lattices, knapsack problem (related
to subset sum), error-correcting codes. . . (some proven based on complexity assumptions, some
not).

3 Public-Key Encryption in Practice

• All known public-key encryption schemes much slower than private-key ones and have much
larger keys.
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� e.g. Plain RSA: 1000× slower than DES in hardware, and 100× slower in software (for
512-bit modulus).

� Mainly used to exchange a �session key� for a private-key encryption scheme  hybrid

encryption (see Katz�Lindell �10.3 (1st ed))

• RSA overwhelmingly most popular (despite not having security equivalent to factoring like
Rabin):

� Plain RSA: insecure

� Padding a 1-bit message with random bits: provably secure

� Padding longer mesages with random bits (PKCS #1 v 1.5 RSA): unproven but conjec-
tured to be secure. Use a 88-bit random pad for 512-bit messages.

� More sophisticated padding using cryptographic hash functions (PKCS #1 v 2, OAEP):
G is a PRG and H is a hash function. The encryption of m using a random pad R is
(m⊕G(R)||R⊕H(m⊕G(R)))e mod N . This can be proven to be secure (even against
chosen-ciphertext attack) in Random Oracle Model, which models the hash function as
a �random function�, which it is not, so this is only a heuristic argument.

� Encryption exponent 3: (change RSA assumption accordingly)

• Discrete Log Based Schemes used in practice

� Di�e�Hellman Key Exchange

∗ Standardized in ANSI X9.42

∗ Widely used in protocols to establish temporary keys for network communication,
including SSH, HTTPS (SSL), and others.

� ElGamal

∗ No patent restrictions (RSA was patented)

∗ Used in free products, e.g. GNU Privacy Guard, PGP

∗ Used in threshold crypto applications requiring �distributed key generation� (we may
cover this later)

� Cramer�Shoup Encryption

∗ Standardized in ISO 18033-2

∗ Similar in spirit to ElGamal

∗ Requires a collision-resistant cryptographic hash function to be discussed later in the
course

∗ Uses extra math (ciphertext and keys are longer) to achieve security under CCA
(1998: �rst practical algorithm to do so based on a standard complexity assump-
tion. the earlier Dolev-Dwork-Naor work using trapdoor permutations used heavy
machinery of �noninteractive zero-knowledge proofs�.)
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